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Name: Locomotion

Theme: Railroad

Production year: 1981

MPU: Generation 1

Type: Solid State (SS)

Features:

1 playfield

2 flippers

3 pop bumpers

2 slingshots

1 ramp

3-bank drop targets (2)

4-bank drop targets (1)

1-bank spot target (3)
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Title: Zaccaria Pinball - Locomotion Table
Genre: Casual, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Magic Pixel Kft.
Publisher:
Magic Pixel Kft.
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2016
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Many hair, such fun. not really worth it, even at a 50% discount.
you also have to log in several times before the premium license days show up.. This game has that one more go approach to it...
hard and fun...
Little tip for some people get fishing :)

Cracking game if you ask me.

I had many cold cups of teas waiting!!

Thanks Devs :)
. I think if you are reading reviews for this game you will know that its an early acess game, and as all games in this state this
one is not finished and needs polish.

So what can you expect from the current early access version.

The Good
- interesting unit variety
- simple economic model
- Decent faction variety
- moving factories!
- Simple but cute graphics
- Simple but serviceable Ai compared to games like starcraft 2

The bad
- unfinished ui
- unbalanced unit stats
- numbers battle for the most part
- lack of some commands or default key combinations used in regular RTS`s
- (Personal complaint) game is too dark, but it gives some personality

Should you buy this game?
- Well i got the game to support it`s development cause i think it has a lot of potencial, and should you feel the same way go
ahead and buy it.
- If your looking for a more finished product to fill your RTS needs, either wait for the game`s release or go buy an already
released game.

Cheers and happy gaming.. We Slay Monsters is a roguelike where you fight monsters with poker hands you create from cards
randomly dealt to you. Each of the three classes has different ways to manipulate the deck, and the card suits have various
special attacks depending on the class, so they all play very, very differently, and each of them is suited to different types of
monsters/dungeons. The game vaguely follows Desktop Dungeons pattern of having 25 'story' dungeons (i.e., themed dungeons
with certain set attributes - everything inside them is still randomised) and a whole load of side dungeons for grinding out
permanent unlocks. It's also super unbalanced, with some special abilities an order of magnitude better than others.

Despite (or maybe because) of all that, We Slay Monsters is very good at creating the kind of chaotic memorable fights and
daring escapes that roguelikes specialise in. And it's simply super fun to figure out how to use the various diverse tools at your
disposal to beat an overpowering force. It looks childish, but it sort of goes well together with the game's anything goes
approach. It's a great cartoonish antidote to the games obsessed with balance and tiny incremental upgrades to control the
players. It used to be♥♥♥♥♥♥easy, but the addition of hard mode in the recent patch has made it an easy recommendation..
Interesting idea for a puzzle game even though the game is rather easy. However, it gets harder with more twists being added.
The controls are very smooth and intuitive. Finished the game in a little bit over one hour (~70 min).

I definately recommend this game.. I will probably be crucified for admitting this being a grown man ( well in theory or at least
chronologically speaking anyway), ut this both warmed my heart and brought tears to my eyes. hat a wonderful gift from the
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creators of Everlasting Summer which was also an amazing gift as well that would have happily paid for. The shortness of this
visual novel does not demonish the richness and depth of the feelings it conveys. It pulls on the heart strings like as only a truly
gifted Maestro directing a master symphony could accomplish. From the bottom of my heart I thank everyone that had a hand in
this as well as Everlasting Summer. I will stop here because quiet frankly their are no words or far too many to express how
these 2 stories have touched and changed me deeply.. Weird gin rummy game.
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You spin, you shoot.

10/10. This is my second favorite Putt-Putt game (Saves the Zoo is the first). However, I'm splitting hairs between my favorites.

As Putt-Putt is playing with his pet dog, Pep, he receives a letter from Redline Rick - an invitation to compete in the Cartown
500. Excited, our little friend goes to the track, where Redline Rick tells him a few things are needed before he is allowed to
enter the race. And so, we must help Putt-Putt collect the items to race.

Man, so many good things stood out. There's too many to list, but I figured I name a few.
-Probably what grabbed my attention the most was the soundtrack. I ardently feel the music in any game is a critical aspect to
deliver, and this game did deliver. There was something about this game that stole my heart, and I loved every minute listening
to nostalgic tunes.
-Recycling. Not only is this game fun and education, this game is also teaching us a valuable lesson: and that is to help our planet
in cleaner ways. Glass bottles are scattered throughout the journey. Collect enough to earn some coins. And with the coins, Putt-
Putt can do two activities. (Explained in the next two thoughts).
-One of my favorite things to do in the Putt-Putt world is the paint job. That's right. In every game, you can color Putt-Putt in a
variety of colors, and this game is no different. (I always color him blue). One feature different in this game is that the
dashboard is painted now. It's not much, but it makes a huge difference in my eyes.
-The car wash is back. Remember the first game? One thing you could do included a car wash. Well, folks, it's back in style in
this installment. I don't know why, but I always enjoyed scrubbing Putt-Putt with bubbles, washing the doors, drying the car as a
child. I still do today.
-Giving Putt-Putt a new coat of color as well as a clean bath is not part of the main storyline, but it is a nice addition to the
game. It just goes to show how much effort was put forth in such a phenomenal game.
-Next to the recycling machine, there's this game Putt-Putt encounters, where he must put toys back in the proper position. For
some reason, I always loved this part. Now, it's been quite a number of years since I revisited this game, but when the scene
played, I nearly jumped out of my seat with sheer joy. I'm practically an adult, and cleaning up toys still excites me.
-Some characters make a reappearance! Outback Al, our Australian partner, makes a visit. Rover, the vehicle abandoned on the
moon, also returns. Mr. Baldini, our Italian moustache pal, is back. And much, much more.
-There's a theme that finally makes sense. Joining the parade, going to the moon, saving the zoo, and traveling through time all
made for fun adventures, but entering the race is something that sounds like a car would actually do.
-One of the coolest features happens when Putt-Putt finally acquires the required. I won't spoil too much. Let's just say there's a
mini-game involved, a fun mini-game.

I was five when this game sold on the shelves. Fifteen years later, I am still playing this game, and, to be honest, I may have had
more fun now than I did when I first laid my hands on this game. Putt-Putt Enters the Race is a must-have in the Humongous
Entertainment collection.. For some reason i completely destroy at this game. I played it for 90 minutes and cleared the whole
other team like every time. Then i uninstalled because its ghetto as hell.. Please, no. This game makes you completely useless. I
got about 10 minutes into it and I couldn't even finish it. The puzzles were mind-blowing. I had to learn how to read the notes
before I could even look at the map. I had to buy a new watch because I could barely see the difference in color. The story was
so good that I actually found it frustrating that I couldn't connect the dots on my own. I had to take a walkthrough to try and find
the next step. I didn't like the walkthrough so I just gave up and moved on to the next door. I really wanted to enjoy this game, I
got so angry playing Scratches that I uninstalled it and went to watch cat video's instead. I would have liked to see more! A
sequel is highly desired, I would love to see a puzzle re-do, a bit of backstory, a bit more music - anything to make this game
even marginally interesting for me. But I'll just have to keep checking back for more.. Worth the download 100%. The game is
fun, Good puzzle game takes under 2 hours to win.
Has ok music (i still used my own)
Has no bad levels
Is it worth $1.20? why not.
If you like puzzle games its worth it for the 1$. Seru banget ni game. Boring and basic. Definitely give this a pass. There are
many better games at much lower prices.. Summary,
The game is cheap and runs well however the game takes too long to provide the player with any challenge.

Pros

-Runs well, had no technical issues
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-Supports the 360 controller with no fiddling
-Simple but effective graphics.

Cons

- The game doesn't even start to become a challenge until around level 50 or so when enemies start firing at you.
- Can just sit in a corner and become a turret shooting anything that gets near for at least the first 50 levels.

The only real challenge the game provides is if you happen to die after level 50 because you lose your power ups and must
regain them. There are better cheap twin stick shooters out there, even lots of free web games that provide much more of a
challenge.
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